Weighted Total Column Showing Extra Decimal Places

Date Published: Jan 30, 2015  Category: Planned First Fix Release: Future Reference Learn; Product: Grade Center Learn;
Version: Learn October 2014 9.1_201410_160373, Learn April 2015  Article No.: 000039992

Product: Blackboard Learn
Release: 9.1
Service Pack: Learn October 2014 (9.1.201410.160373), Learn April 2015

Issue Description: The decimal places for percentages are displaying out to 4 places in the grade center. Documentation on the grade center indicates that while calculations are based on four decimal places that the display should only show two decimal places.

Steps to Replicate: 1. Login to Blackboard Learn as administrator
2. Enter a course that contains a Weighted Column
3. Enter the Full Grade Center and look at the Weighted Total Column

Observed:
More than 2 decimal places are showing for weighted columns.

Target Release: Future Reference
Patch Available: No